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INTRODUCTION
Calanone is a natural product that is isolated from Calophyllum sp. It has anti-leukemia activity of 59.4 g/mL against leukemia cell L1210. The development of this compound has been conducted. The previous study produced 6 calanone derivatives but only one derivative has higher activity than pure calanone [1] . This problem has to be solved in order to guide novel calanone derivative discovery and to decrease "trial and error" synthesis.
One of computational chemistry applications is Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) analysis for drug design. QSAR analysis is a combination of computational chemistry and statistical calculation [2] . QSAR analysis was used in some works for designing new compounds such as novel fluoroquinolone derivative as antibacterial compound [3] and antiradical drug based on flavone/flavonol compound [4] .
Because of statistical requirement, QSAR analysis commonly needs large number of compounds and predictors especially in Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) calculation. Another regression analysis for small number of compounds with large predictors, called Principle Component Regression (PCR) [5] . Before PCR calculation, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) calculation is conducted to produce principle components. Afterward, regression analysis for obtaining QSAR equation is conducted against the latent variables. QSAR analysis with PCR calculation has been applied on QSAR study of benzalacetone compounds as anti-mutagen drugs [5] .
In this paper, QSAR analysis against six experimental data of calanone compounds as antileukemia drugs is performed. PCR statistical calculation is applied in this work. This research is conducted in several steps such as: modeling calanone and its derivatives in three dimensional structures then calculating the theoretical predictors. After that, constructing QSAR equation and designing new calanone compound.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials
This research is a theoretical study that uses molecular model of calanone compound. All 3D-cartesian coordinates of calanone and its derivatives are used in computational chemistry calculation to produce predictors. Six anti-leukemia activities of calanone and its derivatives against leukemia cell L1210 are applied to statistical calculation as dependent variable (see Fig. 1 ). Anti-leukemia activities data are obtained from previous experimental study [1] .
Instrumentation
Computational chemistry calculation is conducted at Austrian-Indonesian Centre for Computational Chemistry (AIC), Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia and Physical Chemistry Laboratory, Universitas Jenderal Soedirman, Indonesia. Calculations are performed on 1 personal computer (PC), Intel Pentium IV 2.66 GHz processor, 1 GB RAM, and 40 GB Harddisk Drive. Softwares are Hyperchem ver 7.0 (calculating electronic and lipophylic predictor) and SPSS ver 13.0 (statistical analysis).
Procedure
Molecular Modeling of Calanone Derivatives
Each compound is drawn into a three dimensional (3D) model of compound. Then calculations of parameters are set up for each model.
Generating Molecular Predictors
Predictors can be generated from experimental data or theoretical data. The predictors in this research are theoretical predictors that are generated by computational chemistry calculation. They consist of the physicochemical properties of calanone and its derivatives that are used as independent variables in statistical analysis. They are assumed as an important factor on reaction mechanism and physical properties of drug such as atomic charges, dipole moment, and partition coefficient. Table 1 is the details of theoretical molecular predictors. Dependent variable in this study is biological activity of the compounds.
In the case of atomic charge calculation, only atoms in the main structure of Calanone are used as predictors (see Fig. 2 ). Additional parameters of computational calculation are RHF spin pairing, lowest state and 0.001 kcal.mole -1 of RMS gradient.
Constructing QSAR Equation and Designing the New Compound
Determination of QSAR equation is started with PCA calculation against the theoretical predictors. After that, PCR calculation is conducted to PCA results where the Log IC 50 as dependent variable and all of After obtaining QSAR equation, the design of new calanone derivative was then carried out on the basis of some following considerations such as: the most influenced predictor to the activity and the ease of synthesis procedure for the new compound. So, with this consideration, the more active new calanone compound can be produced.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Molecular Modeling
Molecular modeling is important for describing the chemical system. The detailed checking of 3D structure of the model is also important. If the structure is not correctly represented, the calculation of predictors would also give wrong results. Modeling chemical system is one of important things besides choosing calculation method in computational chemistry study [2] . The result from modeling step is a 3D coordinate of the compound. This coordinate is then applied in predictor calculation.
Generating Molecular Predictors
Predictors are generated by optimization of calanone structure based on AM1 semiempirical calculation. The advantages of using AM1 semiempirical method are that the calculation is not time consuming, electronic structure data can be easily obtained and the method is suitable for bulky structure of organic compound such as calanone [2] . AM1 semiempirical calculation method is already applied in QSAR analysis of antibacterial fluoroquinolone compounds and gives a good compromising of quality QSAR equation and the need of computer specification [3] . The selected predictors are the physicochemical properties which influence the anti-leukemia activity of calanone compounds. Table 2 shows the predictors data obtained from calculation. Table 2 shows the theoretical characteristics of calanone compounds. Atomic net charges and dipole moment describes the electronic properties, where as partition coefficient reflects the solubility property of compounds. In the atomic net charges value, the most significant difference is observed in the 19 th C element (C 19 ). These significant differences in atomic net charge are due to the difference in functional group of each calanone compound. For instance, atomic net charges of C 19 in oxym calanone and isobutyl calanone are -0.005 and -0.002 Coulomb, respectively. This fact is caused by the existence of functional group on their C 19 that pushed the electron density to the C 19 , such as alkyl functional group [6] . In contrast, other compounds have positive value of C 19 atomic net charges, because they have functional groups that pull electron density from C 19 . All of the obtained predictors are applied for constructing the QSAR equation.
Dipole moment values are also different among the compounds. The highest value is observed in benzoylphenylalanine ester calanone which has a lot of electronegative atom in C 19 functional group. Dipole moment value is influenced by the difference in electronegativity among the atoms and the geometry of certain functional group in the structure [6] .
Solubility property is described by the Log P value. The highest Log P value is found in calanyloctanoic (see Table 2 ). It is an ester compound with long hydrocarbon chain that can contribute non polar property to whole structure [6] . Hydrocarbon compounds have non polar character and easily dissolved in non polar solvents such as n-hexane and carbon tetrachloride [6] . 
Construction of QSAR Equation and Design of the New Compound
PCA and PCR
The predictors that are used for constructing QSAR equation are quite a lot. In contrast, the experimental data e.g. activity of the compound are too few. To solve this problem PCR calculation method is applied. Before PCR calculation was done, PCA calculation was conducted on predictor data in order to reduce the amount of data and produce principle components. The PCA result shows that first 4 principle components (t) can be applied in regression analysis. The PCA result and the calculation of 1 st until 4 th latent variables for each calanone compound are given in Table 3 and 4.
The first 4 latent variables are applied because they can describe over 95% the variation in the predictors [7] . All of data in Table 4 are used in PCR Notes: q = atomic net charges (coulomb) μ = dipole moment (debye) log P = partition coefficient 
Designing the new compounds
There are 3 factors that are used in the selection of the new calanone derivative candidates, i.e. theoretical activity obtained from QSAR equation calculation, the possibility in synthesizing the new compound and the ease to get the reactant for synthesis [9] . Based on the prediction calculation of their activity, some new compounds which may have better anti-leukemia activity are proposed e.g. gemdiol calanone (1), 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone calanone (2) and 2,4,6-trinitrophenylhydrazone calanone (3) (see Fig. 3 ).
These three candidates could guide the synthesis procedures of new candidates of calanone derivatives become more focus. All the synthesis works can be started by using pure calanone that produced at Chemistry Research Center, The Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI), Serpong, Indonesia.
CONCLUSION
QSAR analysis can be conducted for the small number of compounds but possessing large predictors using PCR method as regression analysis. Designing 3 more active candidates based on QSAR equation could focus the synthesis and prevent "trial and error" process. Therefore, high cost synthesis of novel calanone derivative could be avoided. More study is needed in order to synthesis the recommended compounds and to increase the theory level of calculation method in obtaining predictor data. 
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